Development and evaluation of a computerized intervention for low distress tolerance and its effect on performance on a neutralization task.
A growing body of research has linked high distress intolerance (DI) to obsessions, but not other OCD symptom domains. However, existing research is correlational. Experimental studies are needed, but brief methods for reducing DI are lacking. To address these gaps in the literature, a brief, computerized intervention aimed at reducing DI was developed to determine if changing DI affected obsessional phenomena. Individuals reporting high DI were randomized to a treatment or waitlist control group (N = 53). Individuals in the treatment group received the DI treatment (i.e., a 2 h computerized intervention) over two weeks, and then underwent a post-assessment in which DI and obsession-relevant phenomena were measured. Individuals in the control group only received the post-assessment. Analyses revealed a greater reduction in self-reported DI on one measure and smaller decreases in behavioral DI in the intervention condition relative to the waitlist condition, as well as lower in-vivo urges to neutralize an intrusive thought; however, anxious reactivity to the intrusion and neutralization behavior were not affected. Further, bootstrapping analyses revealed that reductions in DI mediated the effect of the intervention on neutralization urges. A clinical sample and placebo control condition were not used. These results provide experimental evidence for the role of DI in obsessional phenomena, specifically in affecting urges to neutralize intrusions, findings consistent with negative reinforcement models of DI. Further, results revealed that DI can be reduced with a brief, computerized intervention, which has important implications for future experimental research and treatment development.